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Story
Sequel to the enormously successful title “Leonardo da Vinci”, this new volume in our extraordinary series of
sophisticated biographies revolves around Julius Caesar, the great Roman Emperor. It portrays his life,
education, and rise to power, and sheds a light on his age and contemporaries. On fourteen magnificent
double pages, information on Julius Caesar is conveyed in a most entertaining manner: numerable extras
such as flaps, letters, touch-feel elements and a real secret code invite all readers to immerse in the
emerging Roman Empire. The second title in a new series of high quality all-age non-fiction titles. The focus
lies on biographies of well-known personae and detailed information on the historical background of this
period.

Extras: o turnable disc to decipher Julius Caesar’s secret code o flaps in different sizes o fold-out extensions
(top and right) o leather-feel pockets with letters/maps on special paper o lenticulars (2-phase and 3D) o
numerous touch-feel elements o concertinas in different sizes o moveable mechanism with 2 phase lamellas

“An exciting historian book which awakes your curiosity and your thirst for adventure.” Süddeutsche Zeitung

“The art historian Susanne Rebscher tells in an exciting way Caesars life in a wonderful book.” Allgemeine
Zeitung Mainz

“Outstanding and beautiful book. Absolutely advisable!” Hits für Kids

Press commentaries
“An exciting historian book which awakes your curiosity and your thirst for adventure.” Süddeutsche Zeitung

Susanne Rebscher

Julius Caesar
Illustrationen von Dagmara Matuszak

1st edition 01/09/2009
32 Pages, 26.1 x 30.7 cm
ISBN 978-3-7855-6487-5
Hardcover

9.99 € (D)
incl. VAT, shipping extra

Rights sold:
Chinese (simplieid)
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“The art historian Susanne Rebscher tells in an exciting way Caesars life in a wonderful book.” Allgemeine
Zeitung Mainz

“Outstanding and beautiful book. Absolutely advisable!” Hits für Kids

More titles by this author

Ancient Egypt – Empire of
the Pharaohs

Napoleon Bonaparte Leonardo da Vinci
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